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Introduction 
THE high price of  silver at the time Henry IV ousted Richard II made it unprofitable  for  the 
king to continue to strike silver coins at the weight of  eighteen grains per penny. In 
consequence very few  coins were struck at this standard, and indeed the absence of  Mint 
accounts for  1408-29 Nov 14 12 suggest that the Mint was closed. By the latter date a 
devaluation to fifteen  grains silver per penny had been legalised so it became profitable  to 
strike the 'light coinage'. Potter1 has pointed out that this succession of  conditions will have 
required the recruitment of  gravers and smiths to make the dies with their tempered steel caps 
welded to iron shanks and workers to prepare the silver and to strike the coins.2 This 
recommencement would be likely to be associated with production of  defective  dies both as 
for  graving and for  their survival under the hammer. It will have been attractive to alter old 
dies such as those for  Richard II coins. These happenings are borne out when the details of  the 
coins are examined. There are groats and pence struck from  altered Richard dies, there are 
poorly executed portraits on new dies and evidence that loss or breakage of  the new dies took 
place so that replacements had to be made. Following Potter's arguments there will have been 
reason to import an experienced graver which may explain the unusual portrait on the so-
called 'Emaciated Bust' coins. The activity required to produce the new coinage evidently led 
to an unselective use of  any dies which were available to produce coins with incongruous die 
pairings. Physical separation of  one work place from  another may be indicated by whether or 
not particular reverse dies were shared between users of  the current obverses. 

The following  account of  these coins is based on examination of  photographs of  coins in the 
British Museum, on the British Museum's photographs of  the relevant part of  the second 
Reigate hoard and on illustrations in catalogues of  the Lockett, Walters ( 1 9 1 3 ) and 
Delme-Radcliffe  Sales plus some photographs of  the Blunt collection (now in the Fitzwilliam 
Museum) and from  private owners. A difficulty  in discussing the coins of  this period is that 
most works of  reference  follow  Brooke3 in attributing to Henry IV only the groats struck from 
altered Richard II dies (Potter Henry IV Type I) and those from  new dies with an annulet and a 
pellet by the crown, a tressure of  nine arcs and a reverse with Roman Ns or Ms in LONDON 
(Potter's Henry IV Type III). There are known also coins from  atypical dies having 
respectively eight and ten arcs in the tressure (Potter Henry IV Type II). Following Brooke's 
'Light Coinage' of  Henry IV are his Henry V type I, later A with the 'Emaciated Bust' and II, 
later B with the 'Scowling Bust'. Other students, notably Potter, have argued that types A and 
B (without an added mullet) belong with Type III as issues of  Henry IV. It is relevant that 
Type III obverses are often  found  with reverses of  types A or B. Stewart (now Lord 
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Stewartby) pointed out that the silver usage records for  the two Henrys show that the silver 
coined by Henry IV should be one seventh of  that coined for  Henry V and that the basis of 
Privy Marks implicit in Brooke's division between the reigns was invalid.4 Of  the coins 
remaining to us the ratio of  the coins of  Type III alone to undoubted Henry V coins is much 
lower, eg one thirtieth in the Reigate II hoard London issues. The ratio in the hoard is 
increased to one eighteenth by adding types A and B (without mullet) to the Henry IV score. 

The dies and die links on coins of  Potter Henry IV Type III, the 'Emaciated Bust' (Henry V 
type I or A) and the 'Scowling Bust' (Henry V type II or B) have been examined. Individual 
obverse dies are referred  to as III, A or B followed  by a serial number, reverse dies similarly 
but with prefix  'R' . In the detailed description type B is divided into Bi and B2 with the 
former  including two distinctive obverses and the latter having at least seven. 

The description of  the half  groats starts with coins struck from  one or other of  the 
previously known two obverse dies to which is now added a third having ten arcs. 

The salient point I shall be making is that the conditions did not permit the usual issue at 
intervals of  new obverse and accompanying reverse dies with removal of  the old dies. Most of 
the known coins would be classed as 'mules' in any other context. There is not a tidy 
succession of  'Classes' in the numismatist's sense; the important motive at the time must have 
been to provide coins from  few  dies and without skilled workers. For this reason it is essential 
to record together both dies of  each coin of  which many are the sole known example of  the die 
pair being used. 

The die pairings on the groats and on the halves are listed in the following  plus some 
information  on the smaller coins. The scarcity of  the specimens is brought out by eighty-five 
of  the earlier groats having fifty  different  die combinations of  which thirty-one are unique. 
Each chart of  the die links is accompanied by a list of  the coins furnishing  the information 
with their location (when public) and notes on die identification. 

The portraits and lettering on the groat, the penny and the halfpenny  obverse change after 
the Type III while the halfgroat  continues with a portrait like that on some Edward III issues 
but with lettering as on the type A groats. Reverses with the 'A' lettering and the late 'B ' 
lettering are found  also on halves and pence. The die pairings which will be detailed 
demonstrate that die substitutions were made according to need and to the availability of 
replacements. These are consistent with the opinion that the reverses had a shorter life  than the 
static obverses. 

In providing illustrations I have repeated those used by Potter as well as others from  the 
British Museum (including those of  the entire Reigate hoard before  its dispersal) as well as 
those in sale catalogues. I have usually provided only a selected illustration of  each obverse 
because these are much more surely distinguished than are the reverses. Examples of  some 
letters and initial marks are reproduced in Fig. A. These were copied from  x3 magnified 
photographs of  specimens. 

The Groats 
The dies used to strike coins starting at Type III of  which I could obtain a photograph have 
been identified  within the limits set by poor striking, clipping and wear. This was possible 
because so few  specimens are known that they have merited illustration. The specimens of 
'Scowling Bust' type B2 are more common so specimens are not well recorded; there are 
numerous reverses of  which nineteen are illustrated. Linkages between obverse and reverse 
dies used for  coins of  type III, the 'Emaciated Bust' (A), the first  'Scowling Bust' (Bi) with 

4 I.Stewart. 'The Howard Linecar Lecture 1988: English Numismatics - Progress and Prospects', BNJ  58 (1988), 110-22. 
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Fig. 1. Specimen letters (x3), copied from  enlargements of  photographs. 

fleurs  over the crown and the second 'Scowling Bust' (B2) without the fleurs  are set out in 
Fig. 1. On the chart the lines bear reference  numbers which are related in Table 1 to examples 
of  the coins having the dies specified  at each end of  the line. Two 'new' obverses have turned 
up. I have cited all those examples including multiple appearances of  the same specimen 
(these shown by an =) which I have found  legible, but some may be errors when the dies are 
similar and the coins are misstruck or encrusted. Where a number of  similar reverses labelled 
B2 are quoted they are not die duplicates so far  as I could see although the consequences of 
mis-striking and wear make judgment difficult. 

Obverse dies  of  type III 
Table 1 is set out in relation to the columns on Fig. 1. These are headed by the varieties of 
Type III Henry IV obverse dies characterised as follows:  Die III-1 has the terminal G of  the 
legend close to the initial cross with no stop between. There is a pellet above the fleur  at the 
right hand facing  end of  the crown (PI. 2, obv. labelled 1-4). 
Die III-2 has a comma over a slipped trefoil  interposed between the G and the initial cross and 
a pellet at the right end of  the crown (PI. 2, obv. labelled 5-6). 
Die III-3 has a comma between the G and the left  side of  the slipped trefoil  before  the initial 
cross, also the crown is displaced to the left  and tilts down to the left  (PI. 3, obv. labelled 30-32). 
Die III-4/5 has a comma over a saltire between the G and the slipped trefoil  at the end of  the 
legend, also there is a groove in the tressure over the fleur  at the right end of  the crown (PI. 3, 
obv. labelled 34-39). With use this flaw  increases down the side of  the fleur  as on Walters 
250 (Potter's III-5). 
Die III-6 has the reading FRAHGIS and again the crown is displaced to the left  and tilted down 
to the left  (PI. 3, obv. 40). 

Reverse Dies Associated  with Type  III  (i.e.  = initial  cross) st in these readings  represents 
slipped  trefoil 
The details of  the legends on these reverses are the same as those given by Potter with the 
addition of  a full  reading of  III-3 and of  the new variety 1II-4. 
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R.II-3 has i . c . P O S V t o l D e v m s A D I I V T O R e m i s m e v m This was also used with the ten-arc 
tressure obverse of  Potter's Type II-2 

R.III-1 has i.c.POSVtolDeVm^AIDIVTORiemgmevm  and ClVM>TAS*KOHIDOM 
R.III-2 has i.c.POSVLvflDeVm^lDSlVTORiem^meVITl  and C1VIITASILOHIDOH 
R.III-3 has i.c.POSVI^IDevmmiD^IVTOReim^inevm and CIVIITASILOMIDOn 
R.III-4 has i.c.POSVI^lDSVm^AID^IVTOReim^mevm  and ClVIITASKOMDOn 
R.IV-1 has i.c.POSYKIDevm^lDlVTORGimgmevm  (Potter lists this with POSVE/) 

Examples of  groats from  obverse dies III-1 and III-4 with reverses of  type A (the 'Emaciated 
Bust') are more numerous than coins struck from  type III dies on both sides. It may be inferred  that 
the type A reverses were produced by a new die cutter having his distinctive set of  letter puncheons 
with open Pis and Os. At the same time another die cutter was using such letter puncheons as were 
to hand. His puncheons for  III lacked a serif  on one or other side and the n has the foot  of  the right 
leg resting on the serif  of  the left  leg so this letter, in common with the 0, is narrow. This is the 
lettering for  type Bi. However, before  the obverse type III-1 die was discarded it was used with a 
series of  reverses. Starting with reverse R.III-1 there were 2 'A' reverses (Pl. 2, rev. 1, 2) and one 
of  R.Bi (Pl. 2, rev. 3). There are at least six different  R.A dies and five  (probably six) different 
R.Bi dies; these are described in the following  with notes of  the number of  the relevant entry in 
Table 1 which lists the examples I have traced. With fonts  A and B i on the reverses the distinctive 
features  are the positions of  the saltires in the inner circle and the spelling in the outer circle. 

Reverse dies  of  types A and  Bi 
Outer segments 
3 4 1 

R.A.I DIVTORISxITieVm  POSVI+ 
R.A.2 DivTOReismevms POSVI+ 
R.A.3. D i v T O R i e i m e v m POSVI+ 

R.A.4 D i v T O R i e s s m e v m POSVI+ 
R.A.5 DivTORGimimevm  POSVI+ 
R.A.6 DIVTORIGxmeVm  POSVI+ 
R.B.l DIVTORIGxmeVm  POSVI+ 

R.B.2 DIVTORIG'SMEVM POSVI+ 
R.B.3 DIVTORGinwriGVm POSVI+ 
R.B.4 DIVTORIGxtTlGVITl POSVI 
R.B.5 DIVTORIGxtTIGVITl POSVIS 

Inner Circle 

c i v i l TASSS i L o n i Donss 
c i v i l TASSS i L o n i D o n s 
c i v i l TAS5 I L o n I DOIT' 

civil TAS isLon i Donss 
civi-i TAS i$Lon i D o n s 
Civil TAS FLOn I DOns 
Civil TAS*I L o n I DOIT 

CIVII TASSSFLOn l-DOn 
Civil TAS5I Lon I Don 
Civil TASSSI LOR I DOP 
civil TASSI Lon i DOPS 

Used with obverse No. in Table 1 

A-2 11 
A-l 10 
111-1 2 
A-l 8 
III-l 1 
A-2 12 
III-4 38 
IU-3 3 
A-2 13 
A-l 9 
A-2 14 
111-4 36 
1II-4 37 

The legends of  reverses R.A and R.Bi are referred  to by numbers on Fig. 1. Some sample 
letters of  the two types have been copied from  3x magnified  photographs of  coins (Fig. A) 
but a difficulty  is that even on one coin different  forms  of  a particular letter may be seen. 
Presumably punches were changed by chance or necessity. During the currency of  R.A 
reverses the two A obverse dies came into use (A-l Pl. 2, obv. labelled 7-10 and A-2 Pl. 2, 
obv. labelled 11-17). These two obverses have the characteristic lettering seen on the two 
reverses: Pis 2-3, revs. 1, 2, 8, 10, 11, 12 and 38. The type A obverses replaced obverse III-1 
but obverse III-2 was stored and used later with a mullet added (Pl. 2, obv. 23). The details of 
the two A obverses are next described. 

Type  A obverses (=  'Emaciated  Bust') 
The initial cross on unworn coins has a pellet at its centre. 
Die 1 has h6nRIGxDI\ The middle petal of  the fleur  over the left  facing  pearl of  the crown 
points exactly at the pearl. 
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Die 2 has hSPlRIG+DlS. The middle petal of  the fleur  over the left  facing  side of  the crown 
points between the left  hand pearl and the central fleur  on the crown band. 

The use of  the type A obverses seems to have coincided with diminished Mint activity 
because the obverse dies III-3 and III-6 were not used with either R.A or R.Bi dies and die III-
4/5 was used with only one R.A die. The obverse type A-2 had a long life  and is found  paired 
with more new reverses similar to R.Bi but with some features  changed, perhaps because of 
wear of  the puncheons. Notably the PI loses its right foot  and POSVI may be followed  by a 
saltire or nothing instead of  by a quatrefoil.  This later type is labelled B2 and corresponds to 
Potter's 'Scowling Bust' types 2 and 3. Next, more actively led to the new reverses being 
used, with two type III obverses (III-3 and III-4/5) which had been out of  use, and also to 
putting into use of  two new obverses having Bi letters (see Pis 2-3, obvs. labelled 18-20, 
24-27). These new obverses are easily distinguished by their having fleurs  on the tressure 
points over the crown. Clearly the die cutter had difficulty  in inserting these fleurs  in the 
limited space. There are no marks by the crown or on the breast. 

Type  Bt obverses (=first  'Scowling  Bust') 
Die 1: the legend ends G*. The central petal of  the fleur  over the left  facing  side of  the crown 
runs into the pearl on the crown band (PI. 2, obv. labelled 18-20). 
Die 2: the legend ends G'£. The central petal of  the fleur  over the left  facing  side of  the crown 
runs into the left  facing  side petal of  the central fleur  on the crown band (PI. 3, obv. labelled 
24-27). 
There are no marks by the crown or on the breast. 

Obverse A-2 is linked to obverses Bi-1 and Bi-2 by the shared R.B2-b reverse which is also 
shared with the later B2-I obverse. This latter obverse is also linked by R.Bj-f  to the re-used 
type III-2 obverse to which a mullet has been added (PI. 2, obv. 23). This sequence provides a 
chain between use of  the type III dies for  Henry IV and the mullet-marked coins for  Henry V 
during which an exiguous coinage required a series of  badly made dies. An unanswered 
question is: what became of  the distinctive letter puncheons for  the A dies? Can they have 
been used elsewhere by a continental die sinker who had briefly  been employed in England? 

The obverse type III-2 die has turned up with an entirely new Henry IV reverse die (labelled 
III-4, PI. 2, rev. 6). The whereabouts of  the specimen is unknown. The reverse resembles 
Potter's R. III-3 which is best seen on a Reigate coin (PI. 3, rev. 39) but the new one has a 
saltire before  LOfl  and different  inter-letter spacings. The obverse die III-2 subsequently 
reappears with a mullet added to the right breast as noted above (PI. 2, rev. 23). 

The few  coins bearing the poorly executed obverse die II1-3 include a hitherto unrecorded 
coin showing that the die had been used with an early reverse of  Potter's type II which he 
called 'Transitional die 1'. This coin passed through Messrs Spink between 1975 and 1980; it 
is not listed in the Table but may show an early use of  the die. The obverse is like that shown 
as PI. 3, obv. labelled 30-32 and the reverse is like Potter's PI. 8 no. 1. The III-3 obverse is 
paired with reverses of  Potter's type IV-1 (PI. 3, rev. 30) and B2 (PI. 3, revs. 31, 32). 

The obverse die III-4/5 is paired with R.III-2 (PI. 3, rev. 34) and R.III-3 (PI. 3, rev. 39). It 
was also used with R.A-6 and three later reverses for  which other links have not appeared. 
This die has a flaw  up the right facing  end of  the crown; when the flaw  had worsened Potter 
called it die III-5 but here the few  examples in either state are called obverse die III-4. 

I have not seen a record of  die III-6 being used with an early reverse; perhaps it was just too 
badly engraved to be accepted at that time. However, in what seems to have been the time of 
die shortage, there is an example of  its use with a reverse having taller letter Is than occur on 
earlier coins and labelled type C in the following  (PI. 3, rev. 40). 

Variation of  the irons for  impressing the outline of  the king's face  on the dies are met after 
the two Bi dies had been in use. The later, Scowling Bust, obverses without fleurs  over the 
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crown are found  with three different  faces.  It could be that the puncheons previously used for 
types III, A and Bi were used in a haphazard way to make the later dies. It is difficult  and not 
helpful  to try to specify  this detail because the appearance depends on the depth of  the 
impression and how worn it has become. What is important for  appreciating the requirement 
to mark a special event is the existence of  coins struck both before  and after  a mullet has been 
added. This addition is shown in Table 1 by an asterisk *. It is to be seen on dies of  type III 
(PI. 2, obv. 23) and of  type B 2 (PI. 4, obvs 47, 48). There is an indication of  attempts to add 
the mark to the coins depicted on PI. 3, obv. 29 and PL 4, obv. 50. The addition of  the mullet 
is consistent with the proposition that it was to mark the accession of  Henry V for  whom the 
mark continued into his later issues of  silver. If  this is correct then it follows  that the type B2 
'Scowling Bust' obverses without mullet are the terminal issues for  Henry IV. It would be of 
interest to know how many of  these dies were used. Potter's 'Scowling Bust' no. 4 (PI. 3, obv. 
labelled 42-44) has a mullet replacing the fleur  at the centre of  the breast and seems not to 
have been used without the mullet; it has the larger letters of  type C and omits the terminal G 
0fFR7\na. 

There were in the Reigate hoard five  coins with obverses bearing an indistinct mark on the 
left  facing  breast (PI. 3, obv. 33) of  which two had a Potter type IV-1 reverse (PI. 3, rev. 33) 
like that of  a clipped specimen in the British Museum. This particular reverse, unlike those of 
type III, has no slipped trefoil  in either legend and POSVI is followed  by It may have been 
made using Henry IV puncheons at a later time. 

This brings us to the particulars of  the die pairings. Combinations seen on the groats are 
indicated on Fig. 2 by the lines joining obverses to reverses; the numbers on the lines provide 
in Table 1 references  to the coin(s) bearing the link. Citations in the table with PL- and No- are 
to the Plates of  Potter's illustrations in BNJ  vol. 30. 'RCL' cites the lot number in the Lockett 
Sales, 'W' followed  by a lot number refers  to the Walters (1913) sale, and PDR to the Peggy 
Delme-Radcliffe  sale. 'Rei' are references  to the row and number across the row on the British 
Museum photographs of  the second Reigate hoard sheets 20 and 21. 'BM' are coins in the 
National Collection of  which photographs exist, 'Ash' are specimens in the Ashmolean 
Museum and FWM are coins in the Fitzwilliam Museum. Many of  the museum specimens 
were in the sales just mentioned. 'SNC' with a date and item number refer  to illustrations of 
coins in Spinks  Numismatic  Circular. 

The Henry IV dies of  Potter's type III and obverse dies 1 and 2 of  both types A and Bi are as 
he describes and there are photographs of  the relevant obverses and reverses on the Plates of 
this paper. The coins show many examples of  the letter punches being or becoming broken and 
it is not uncommon to find  impressions of  dies on which the letters have more than one form. 

The Half  Groats 
The halfgroats  of  this period are scarcer than the groats; few  new examples have come to 
light. This on one hand simplifies  their ordering but on the other hand deprives us of 
possibilities of  finding  shared dies. The same presentation has been adopted as used for  the 
groats. The chart at Fig. 3 shows the pairings found  and Table 2 lists details of  the coins. The 
greater diversity of  the reverse readings makes each more specific  than readings on the groats. 
Another obverse has appeared, it is labelled III-3 in Table 2 (PI. 4, obv. 59). This, like one of 
Potter's transitional groats, has ten arcs in the tressure so that an arc replaces a cusp at the 
centre of  the king's bust. It has an annulet left  (facing)  and a pellet right of  the crown. The 
reverse differs  in detail from  other reverses noted here. The type III obverse die 2 is found 
paired with three type 3 reverses and with two later reverses. This same obverse was later 
marked with a mullet on the line of  the right facing  shoulder (PI. 4, obv. 58) and paired with 
the previous type III reverse. On the two dies of  type A the bust resembles or is identical with 
that seen on half  groats Cl.D of  Edward III but the lettering is like that used on the type A 
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TABLE 1: Die pairings on groats. An asterisk denotes the presence of  a mullet on the coin; 'pc' is an example in a 

private collection; Q denotes a quatrefoil. 

No. Dies Stop  after Sources  of  Example(s) 
Obv Rev POSVI 

1 III-1 -R.A-4 + Rei 20 Row 5 N, 5, 1104 Row 1 N. 3 
2 III-1 -R.A-3 (= R.8) + FWM.PDR84, W247 = PI. 8 N. 8, pc 
3 III-1 -R.Bi-1 (= R.13) + 1104 Row 1 N. 1, pc 
4 III-1 -R.III-1 (= R.7) Q Ash, RCL 1379 = W242, PI. 8, N. 7 
4a III-1 -R.II-3 (= R.5) Q Norweb 1347, 1090 Row 1, N6 
5 III-2 -R.I 1-3 (= R.4A) Q Rei 20 Row 6 N 1, RCL3999. PL 8 N. 9 
6 III-2 -R.III-4 Q pc 
7 A-1 -R.III-1 (= R.4) Q W243 = PDR85 = RCL 1390, Rei 21 Row 1 N. 1 & 
8 A-l -R.A-3 (= R.2) + pc 
9 A-1 -R.Bi-2 + SNC1977, no. 3140 
10 A-l -R.A-2 + W245 
11 A-2 -R.A.-l + RCL1391, Norweb 163, Rei 21 Row 1 N. 3 
12 A-2 -R.A-5 + W244 = RCL3075 
13 A-2 -R.Bi-1 (= R.3) + Rei 21 Row 1 N. 5 
14 A-2 -R.Bi-3 + PI. 9 N . 2, Rei 21 Row 1 N. 4 
15 A-2 -R.B2-a * FWM, SNC1970, no. 12682 
16 A-2 -R.B2-b (= R.19, 22, 24A) nil Rei 21 Row 1 N. 2 
17 A-2 -R.Bo-c nil pc 
18 B,- l -R.B2-d x Rei 21 Row 1 N. 2 
19 Bi-1 -R.B2-b (= R.16, 22, 24A) nil RCL3077 = pc 
20 Bi-1 -R.B2-e $ SNC 1970, no. 12687, RCL1394 = W259 
21 B2-L -R.B2-f  (= R.23) x FWM, pc, RCL 1396 
22 B 2 - I -R.B2-b (= R.16, 19, 24A) nil P1.9, N. 5 
23 III-2* -RB2-f  (= R.21) X PDR 81 = RCL 1386 
24 Bi-2 -RB2-h + RCL 1395 = PI. 9 N. 4 
24A Bi-2 -R.B2-b (= R.16, 19, 22) nil pc 
25 Bi-2 -R.B2-i nil SNC 1989 no. 2545 = pc 
26 Bi-2 -R.B2-j + Rei 21 Row 2 N. 1 
27 B i-2 -R.B2-k X SNC 1982 no. 4017, Norweb 166 = W246 
28 B2-2 -R.B2-h (= R.24) + pc 
29 B2-3* -R.B2-g X weak mullet 1. of  neck W267 
30 III-3 -R.IV-1 (= R.33) Q SNC 1991 no. 170 = 1992 no. 7463 
31 III-3 -R.B2-m X SNC 1973 no. 9911 = PI. 8 N. 10, pc 
32 III-3 -R.B2-n + pc 
33 B2-4 -R.IV-1 Q Rei 21 Row 7 N. 2 & 3, 1104 R 1 N. 2 
34 III-4 -R.III-2 Q PI. 8 N. 11 Rei 20 Row 5 N. 4 
35 III-4 -R.B2-0 nil W 250, Rei 20 Row 5 N. 2 
36 III-4 -R.B.-4 nil Rei 20 Row 5 N. 1 
37 III-4 -R.Bi-5 I Rei 20 Row 6 N. 2 
38 III-4 -R.A-6 + SNC 1991 No. 171 = pc, RCL 1387, Rei 20 Row 5 
39 III-4 -R.III-3 Q Rei 20 Row 6 N. 1 
40 III-6 -R.C-a X PI. 8 N . 12 = BM. 1104 Row 1 N. 4 
41 B2-5 -R.B2-p nil pc, 1104, Row 2 N. 5 
42 C- l* -R.C.-b + * on centre of  breast pc. PDR 87 
43 C- l* -R.C-c X * on centre of  breast 1104 Row 3 N. 4, PI. 9 N. 8 
44 C - l * -R.C-d + * on centre of  breast Rei 21 Row 2 N. 3, 1104 Row 
45 B2-6 -R.B2-q nil W 258 = PI. 9 N. 6 
46 B2-6 -R.B2-r X pc 
47 B 2 -6* -R.C-e = R.48 + 1104 Row 3 N. 3 
48 B2-7* -R.C.-e = R.47 + PI. 9 N. 7 = pc 
49 B2-7 -R.B2-S X pc 
50 C-2* -R.C-e + weak ! on rt breast PDR86B 

Notes  on Table  1 

Potter dies 4 & 5 are not distinguished, both are entered as die 4. 
No. 29 The presence of  a mullet not previously noted. 
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without and with mullet (*). 

Features  supporting  die  identities 

3, 13 reverses have only single saltires in the inner circle and there is a diagonal line across the void in the letter R 
16, 19, 22 and 24A reverses all have a comma-like mark between the D of  DSVm and the arm of  the long cross. 
21, 23 reverses show a line connecting the left  arm of  the initial cross to the beading beneath 
24, 28 have single saltire stops and the letters O of  LOn and DIVTOR cut into the intervening beading. 
42, 43, 44 This obverse is relatively common so is likely to be found  with more reverses than noted here. 
47, 48 reverses show crack lines along the horizontal bar of  the long cross. 
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groats. Die A-l is used with three reverses. One of  these (PI. 5, rev. 62) has the later type B 
lettering and goes on to be paired with a type B obverse having ten arcs (PI. 5, obv. 64). Die 
A-2 has only been found  with one reverse (PI. 5, rev. 63). 

These coins with the low flat  crown are followed  by a few  speciments from  each of  about 
twenty obverses having a high crown which fall  at the end of  this period.5 One of  the puzzles 
is how so many varieties of  half  groat can have left  so few  representatives. These later types 
not detailed here may have reverses similar or identical with varieties listed below. 

TABLE 2: Die pairings on halfgroats.  ' i .e. ' = initial cross 

PI.  No. Obverse Reverse Example(s) 
51. 1-1 • 1 o rt. i . c .posiv i*DeviADivT* ic>Rem*m 

Potter I R.l 
W 252. Rei H. 4 no. 1 

52. 1-1 • o rt i.c.posvii®evmsiADswTORiem*mevm 
*LOn Potter I R.2 

PI. 10, no. 2 = BM 

53. III-2 o 1 • rt. posv i iDevxA iD ivTo iRS 'sme 
Tall letters = type C 

W 251 = RCL1388, BM 
Rei H. 4 no. 2 

54. III-2 o 1 • rt. xPOSVIIDGVmsAIDaiVTORieiTMnGV 
DOn+ Potter III R.3, 

Ash.M, PI. 10. no. 3 
Rei H. 4 no. 3 & 5 

55. III-2 o 1 • rt. i .c .POSviiDevm*AiD3ivTOiRe3mGV 
Potter III R.4, 

Norweb 1348, AHB 
Rei H. 4 No. 4 & 6, FWM. 

56. III-2 o 1 • rt. i.c.posviiDevm&iADivTOiRes'mev 
Potter III R.5 

BM 1090 R 2 N 6 

57. III-2 o 1 • rt. + p o s v i i * D e v i A i D i v T o i R i e m e i 
Type B letters 

pc ex AHB 

58. Do. Mullet on rt 
shoulder 

Duplicate of  R.55 PDR 81 

59. New die 10 arc —-IIDeVITlxAIDIVTORIG—- Pr. Col. ref  AHB 
60. A- l o 1 . rt. POS V I *l D6 V ' x A1D1VTO1 RSxITlSx 

Type A letters 
Rei A 
SNC 1992 no. 7464 = RCL 1392 

61. As no. 60 p o s v i i D e v ; A i D i v T o i R e x m e i 
Type A letters 

Norweb 1353 

62. As no. 60 p o s v i i D e v x A i D i v T o i R e x m ' e 
Type B letters 

PI. 10 no. 4 = W261 = BM 

63. CI. A die 2 
Nothing by crown 

posv i * iDevm*A iDs i vTo iRGmev 
*LOn Type A letters 

FWM 

64. CI.B 10 arc POSVIIDeVxAIDIVTOIRSinVG 
Type B letters 

PI. 10 no. 5 = BM 

65. as no. 64 POSVIIxDSVxAIDIVTOIRGimei 
Type B letters 

Rei B 

Note: The Reigate half  groats of  Henry IV are on BM photo sheet T72 starting at row 3 no. 3. 

The Small Coins 
The light pence struck with the London mint signature are rare; they have an annulet left  and a 
pellet right of  the crown and Us on the reverse (W 253 = RCL 1380, PI. 5, 66). A halfpenny  is 
known (W257, PI. 5, 67). There are three pence recorded with the emaciated bust portrait and 
lettering of  CI A; they have an annulet left  and pellet right of  the crown. There are two 
obverse dies; one reading ends APG (RCL3073, PI. 5, obv. 68) and the other AP1GL (Norweb 
169). A single halfpenny  in the same style was in the Blunt collection. (PI. 5, 69). The use of 

5 E.J. Harris, 'Silver Coinage in the Henry IV-V Period, Part V', SCMB  855 (1990), 267-71 
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Fig. 3. Chart for  halfgroats.  Numbers on the lines refer  to entries in Table 2. Die III-2 was used before  and after 
a mullet (*) had been added. 

type A letters on the pence continued with a new 'Scowling Bust' having a face  with a V-
shaped outline and annulet left  and pellet right of  the crown (W 263 = RCL 1381, Pl. 5, obv. 
70); this coin shares a reverse with the 'emaciated bust' pence. (There is a pellet in the O of 
the LOP!.) Next, on the 'scowling bust' die, a mullet was stamped over the pellet right of  the 
crown. The reverse stays unchanged with Cl.A lettering (Fitzwilliam Mus Fig 71)). There is 
also a re-use of  the type III obverse with a mullet now stamped over the pellet (W264 = PI. 5, 
obv. 72) and a reverse with type B letters and saltires after  TAS and DOfl.  The same reverse is 
used with an obverse having a U-shaped facial  outline and annulet left  and a mullet over pellet 
right of  the crown (ex PDR 95 = Pl. 5, obv. 73). The reverse has a saltire after  DOPI. There are 
a surprising number of  halfpence,  some of  which presumably belong to this period.6 Pl. 5, 74 
illustrates an example with weak marks about the crown band. This die or one similar was 
modified  by striking a mullet at the right of  the crown (W266 = PI. 5, 75). It has a reverse 
with type B letters. Here again one sees the addition of  a mullet to various dies to strike pence 
and halfpence  without regard to their type. 

6 E.J. Harris, 'Halfpence  of  the Henry IV-V Period', NCirc  96 (1988). 79-80. 
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